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Abstract

Learning representations of well-trained neural
network models holds the promise to provide an
understanding of the inner workings of those mod-
els. However, previous work has either faced lim-
itations when processing larger networks or was
task-specific to either discriminative or generative
tasks. This paper introduces the SANE approach
to weight-space learning. SANE overcomes pre-
vious limitations by learning task-agnostic rep-
resentations of neural networks that are scalable
to larger models of varying architectures and
that show capabilities beyond a single task. Our
method extends the idea of hyper-representations
towards sequential processing of subsets of neu-
ral network weights, thus allowing one to em-
bed larger neural networks as a set of tokens into
the learned representation space. SANE reveals
global model information from layer-wise em-
beddings, and it can sequentially generate un-
seen neural network models, which was unattain-
able with previous hyper-representation learning
methods. Extensive empirical evaluation demon-
strates that SANEmatches or exceeds state-of-the-
art performance on several weight representation
learning benchmarks, particularly in initialization
for new tasks and larger ResNet architectures.

1. Introduction
The exploration of the “weight space” of neural network
(NN) models, i.e., the high-dimensional space spanned by
the model parameters of a population of trained NNs, allows
us to gain insights into the inner workings of those models.
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Figure 1. Aggregated results of 56 experiments showing (left:)
four discriminative downstream tasks in R2, and (right:) four gen-
erative downstream tasks in accuracy, each evaluated on (bottom:)
CNNs model zoos trained on 4 datasets (NMIST, SVHN, CIFAR-
10, STL) and (top:) ResNet18 model zoos trained on three
datasets (CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, Tiny-ImageNet). The colors in-
dicate performance of Red: raw NN weights, Orange: weight
statistics from Unterthiner et al. (2020), Green: trained hyper-
representations from Schürholt et al. (2021; 2022a), and Blue:
SANE (ours). While some methods perform well on specific tasks,
or are restricted by the size of the underlying models, SANE can
deliver excellent performance on all tasks and model sizes.

In the discriminative context, previous works aim to link
weight space properties to properties such as model qual-
ity, generalization gap, or hyperparameters, using either the
margin distribution (Yak et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2019),
graph topology features (Corneanu et al., 2020), or eigen-
value decompositions of weight matrices (Martin & Ma-
honey, 2019b; 2020; 2021; Martin et al., 2021). Some works
learn classifiers to map between statistics of weights and
model properties (Eilertsen et al., 2020; Unterthiner et al.,
2020), or learn lower-dimensional manifolds to infer NN
model properties (Schürholt et al., 2021).

In the generative context, methods have been proposed
to generate model weights using (Graph) HyperNetworks
(Ha et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019; Knyazev et al., 2021),
Bayesian HyperNetworks (Deutsch, 2018), HyperGANs
(Ratzlaff & Fuxin, 2019), and HyperTransformers (Zhmogi-
nov et al., 2022). These approaches have been used for tasks
such as neural architecture search, model compression, en-
sembling, transfer learning, and meta-learning. They have
in common that they derive their learning signal from the
underlying (typically image) dataset. In contrast to these
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Figure 2. Given model zoos trained on different classification tasks, we extract and sequentialize the model weights. SANE trains hyper-
representations on weights subsequences, i.e., individual layers. SANE can be used for multiple downstream tasks, either using the encoder
for discriminative tasks such as the prediction of model accuracy, or the decoder for generative tasks such as sampling of new models.

methods, so-called hyper-representations (Schürholt et al.,
2022a) learn a lower-dimensional representation directly
from the weight space without the need to have access to
data, e.g., the image dataset, to sample unseen NN models
from that latent representation.

In this paper, we present Sequential Autoencoder
for Neural Embeddings (SANE ), an approach to
learn task-agnostic representations of NN weight spaces
capable of embedding individual NN models into a latent
space to perform the above-mentioned discriminative or
generative downstream tasks. Our approach builds upon
the idea of hyper-representations (Schürholt et al., 2021;
2022a), which learn a lower-dimensional representation
z from a population of NN models. This is accomplished
by auto-encoding their flattened weight vectors wi through
a transformer architecture, with the bottleneck acting as a
lower-dimensional embedding zi of each NN model. While
the hyper-representation method promises to be useful
for discriminative and generative tasks, until now, sepa-
rate hyper-representations had to be trained specifically
for either discriminative or generative tasks. Additionally,
existing approaches have a major shortcoming: the un-
derlying encoder-decoder model has to embed the entire
flattened weight vectors wi at once into the learned lower-
dimensional representation z. This drastically limits the size
of NNs that can be embedded. SANE addresses these limi-
tations by decomposing the entire weight vector wi into lay-
ers or smaller subsets, and then sequentially processes them.
Instead of encoding the entire NN model by one embedding,
SANE encodes a potentially very large NN as multiple em-
beddings. The change from processing the entire flattened
weight vector to subsets of weights is motivated by Martin &
Mahoney (2019a; 2021), who showed that global model in-
formation is preserved in the layer-wise components of NNs.
An illustration of our approach can be found in Fig. 2.

To evaluate SANE , we analyze how NN embeddings en-
coded by SANE behave in comparison to Martin & Mahoney
(2019a; 2021) quality measures. We show that some of these
weight matrix quality metrics show similar characteristics
as the embeddings produced by SANE . This holds not only

for held-out NN models of the model zoo used for training
SANE but also for NN models of out-of-distribution model
zoos with different architectures and training data. Further,
we demonstrate that SANE can learn hyper-representations
of much larger NN models, and so it makes them appli-
cable to real-world problems. In particular, the models in
the ResNet model zoo used for training are three orders
of magnitudes larger than all model zoos used for hyper-
representation learning in previous works. While previ-
ous hyper-representation learning methods were structurally
constrained to encode the entire NN model at once, SANE is
scalable by applying its sequential approach to encode lay-
ers or subsets of weights into hyper-representation embed-
dings. While we demonstrate scaling up to ResNet-101
models, SANE is not fundamentally limited to that size. Fi-
nally, we evaluate SANE on both discriminative and genera-
tive downstream tasks. For discriminate tasks, we evaluate
on six model zoos by linear-probing for properties of the un-
derlying NN models. For generative tasks, we evaluate on
seven model zoos by sampling targeted model weights for
initialization and transfer learning.

We provide an aggregated overview of our results in Fig. 1.
On very small CNN models (evaluated on MNIST, SVHN,
CIFAR-10, and STL, which we include for comparison
with prior work), SANE performs as well as previous state-
of-the-art (SOTA) in discriminative tasks. In generative
downstream tasks, SANE outperforms SOTA by 25% in
accuracy for initialization on the same task and 17% in ac-
curacy for finetuning to new tasks. On larger models such
as ResNets (evaluated on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, Tiny-
ImageNet, which were beyond the capabilities of prior
work), we show results comparable to baselines for discrim-
inative downstream tasks, and we report outperformance
to baselines for generative downstream tasks by 31% for
initialization and 28% for finetuning to new tasks. Addi-
tionally, we show that SANE can sample targeted models by
prompting with different architectures than it used for train-
ing. These sampled models can outperform models trained
from scratch on the prompted architecture. Code is avail-
able at github.com/HSG-AIML/SANE.
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2. Methods
Hyper-representations learn an encoder-decoder model on
the weights of NNs (Schürholt et al., 2021):

z = gθ(W) (1)

Ŵ = hψ(z), (2)

where gθ is the encoder which maps the flattened weights
W to embeddings z, and hψ decodes back to reconstructed
weights Ŵ. Even though previous work realized both en-
coder and decoder with transformer backbones, the weight
vector had to be of fixed size, and models are represented in
a global embedding space (Schürholt et al., 2021; 2022a).
Hyper-representations are trained with a reconstruction loss
Lrec = ∥W − Ŵ∥22 and contrastive guidance loss Lc =
NTXent(pϕ(zi), pϕ(zj)), where pϕ is a projection head.
Schürholt et al. (2021) proposed weight permutation, noise,
and masking as augmentations to generate views i, j of the
same model.

Existing hyper-representation methods have two major lim-
itations: i) using the full weight vector to compute global
model embeddings becomes infeasible for larger models;
and ii) they can only embed models that share the archi-
tecture with the original model zoo. Our SANEmethod ad-
dresses both of these limitations. To make models more
digestible for pretraining and inference, we propose to ex-
press models as sequences of token vectors. To address i),
SANE learns per-token embeddings, which are trained on
subsequences of the full base model sequence. This way,
the memory and compute load are decoupled from the base
model size. By decoupling the tokenization from the repre-
sentation learning, we also address ii). The models in the
model zoo set can have varying architectures, as long as they
are expressed as a sequence with the same token-vector size.
The transformer backbone and per-token embeddings also
allow changes to the length of the sequence during or after
training. Below, we provide technical details on SANE . We
first provide details on pretraining SANE , computing model
embeddings, and sampling models; and we then introduce
additional aligning, haloing, and bn-conditioning methods
to stabilize training and inference.

SANE : Sequential Autoencoder for Neural
Embeddings To tokenize weights, we reshape the
weights Wraw ∈ Rcout×c1×···×cin to 2d matrices W ∈
Rcout×cr , where cout are the outgoing channels, and where
cr the remaining, flattened dimensions. We then slice
the weights row-wise, along the outgoing channel. Using
global token size dt, we split the slices into multiple parts
if cr > dt and zero-pad to fill up to dt. For weights Wl

of layer l, this gives us tokens Tl ∈ Rnl×dt , where nl =
cout,l ceil( crdt ). Since all tokens Tl share the same token
size, the tokens of layer l = 1, ..., L can be concatenated
to get the model token sequence T ∈ RN×dt . To indicate

the position of a token, we use a 3-dimensional position
Pn = [n, l, k], where n ∈ [1, N ] indicates the global posi-
tion in the sequence, l ∈ [1, L] indicate the layer index, and
k ∈ [1,K(l)] is the position of the token within the layer.

Out of the full token sequence T and positions P ∈
NN×3, we take a random consecutive sub-sequence Ts,n =
Tn,...,n+ws with positions Ps,n = Pn,...,n+ws of length
ws. We call these sub-sequences windows and the length of
the sub-sequence the window size ws.

For SANE on windows of tokens, we extend Eqs. 1 and 2 to
encode and decode token windows as

zs,n = gθ(Ts,n,Ps,n) (3)

T̂s,n = hψ(zs,n,Ps,n), (4)

where zs,n ∈ Rws×dz is the per-token latent representation
of the window. In contrast to hyper-representations Eqs.
1 and 2 which operate on the full flattened weights of a
model, SANE encodes sub-sequences of tokenized models.
For simplicity, we apply linear mapping to and from the
bottleneck, to reduce tokens from dt to dz .

We adapt the composite training loss of hyper-
representations, L = (1− γ)Lrec + γLc, for sequences as:

Lrec = ∥Ms,n ⊙
(
Ts,n − T̂s,n

)
∥22 (5)

Lc = NTXent(pϕ(zs,n,i), pϕ(zs,n,j)). (6)

Here, the mask Ms,n indicates signal with 1 and padding
with 0, to ensure that the loss is only computed on actual
weights. The contrastive guidance loss uses the augmented
views i, j and projection head pϕ.

The pretraining procedure is detailed in Algorithm 1. We
preprocess model weights by standardizing weights per
layer and aligning all models to a reference model; see
Model Alignment below. As in previous work (Schürholt
et al., 2021; Peebles et al., 2022), the encoder and decoder
are realized as transformer blocks. Training on the full se-
quence would memory-limit the base-model size by its se-
quence length. Training the encoder and decoder on win-

Algorithm 1 SANE pretraining
Input: population of models
i: standardize models weights
ii: align models to one common reference model
iii: tokenize models to tokens T, positions P, masks M
iv: draw k windows per model: Ts,n, Ps,n, Ms,n

v: train on Ltrain until convergence of Lval

dows instead of the full model sequence decouples the mem-
ory requirement from the base model’s full sequence length.
The window size can be used to balance GPU memory load
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and the amount of context information. Notably, since we
disentangle the tokenization from the representation learn-
ing model, SANE also allows us to embed sequences of mod-
els with varying architectures, as long as their token size is
the same. To prevent potential overfitting to specific win-
dow positions, we propose to sample windows from each
model sequence multiple times randomly.

Computing SANEModel Embeddings. SANE can be used
to analyze models in embedding space, e.g., by using embed-
dings as features to predict properties such as accuracy or
to identify other model quality metrics. In contrast to hyper-
representations, SANE can embed different model sizes and
architectures in the same embedding space. To embed any
model, we begin by preprocessing weights by standardiz-
ing per layer and aligning models to a pre-defined reference
model (see Model Alignment below). Subsequently, the pre-
processed models are tokenized as described above. For
short model sequences, the embedding sequences can be di-
rectly computed as z = gθ(T,P). For larger models, the
token sequences are too long to embed as one. We therefore
employ haloing (see below) to encode the entire sequence
as coherent subsequences. Algorithm 2 summarizes the em-
bedding computation. To compare different models in em-

Algorithm 2 SANEmodel embedding computation
Input: population of models
i: preprocessing: standardize and align model weights
ii: tokenize models: T, positions P, property y
iii: split T, P to consecutive chunks Ths,n,Phs,n

iv: compute embeddings zhs,n = gθ(Ths,n,Phs,n)
v: stitch model embeddings z together from chunks zhs,n

bedding space, we aggregate the sequences of token embed-
dings. To that end, we understand the token sequence of one
model to form a surface in embedding space and choose to
represent that surface by its center of gravity. That is, we
take the mean of all tokens along the embedding dimension
as z̄ = 1

N

∑N
n=1(zn). That results in one vector in embed-

ding space per model. Of course, one could use other aggre-
gation methods with SANE .

Sampling Models with Few Prompt Examples. Sampling
models from SANE promises to transfer knowledge from ex-
isting populations to new models with different architectures.
Given pretrained encoders gθ and decoder hψ , the challenge
is to identify the distribution P in latent space which con-
tains the targeted properties. To approximate that distribu-
tion, previous work used a large number of well-trained mod-
els (Peebles et al., 2022; Schürholt et al., 2022a). However,
increasing the size of the sampled models makes generating
a large number of high-performance models exceedingly ex-
pensive. Instead of using expensive high-performance mod-
els to model P directly, we propose to find a rough estimate
of P , sample broadly, and refine P using the signal from the
sampled models. Using E prompt examples We we com-

pute the token sequence Te and corresponding embedding
sequence ze = gθ(T

e,P). Following previous work, we
model the distribution P with a Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) per token as Pe∈E(zen) (Schürholt et al., 2022a).
We then draw k new token samples as:

zkn ∼ Pe∈E(zen). (7)

We reconstruct the sampled embeddings to weight tokens
Tk = hψ(z

k,P) and then weights Wk. Sampling tokens
can be done cheaply, decoding and evaluating the weights us-
ing some performance metric involves only forward passes
and is likewise cheap. Therefore, one can draw a large
amount of samples and keep only the top m models, accord-
ing to the performance metric. We call this method subsam-
pling. The process can be refined iteratively, by re-using the
embeddings zk of the best models as new prompt examples,
to adjust the sampling distribution to best fit the needs of
the performance metric. We call this sampling method boot-
strapped. By only requiring a rough version of P and refin-
ing with the target signal, our sampling strategy reduces re-
quirements on prompt examples such that only very few and
slightly trained prompt examples are necessary. The over-
all sampling method is outlined in Algorithm 3. It makes
use of model alignment, haloing, and batch-norm condition-
ing which are detailed below. In addition to the compute ef-
ficiency, these sampling methods learn the distribution of
targeted models in embedding space. Further, they are not
bound to the distribution of prompt examples, but instead
they can find the distribution that best satisfies the target per-
formance metric, independent of the prompt examples.

Algorithm 3 Sampling models with SANE
Input: model prompt examples We

i: tokenize prompt examples: tokens Te, positions Pe

ii: embed prompt examples ze following Alg. 2
for iboot = 1 to bootstrap iterations do

iii: draw k samples zkn ∼ Pe∈E(zen)
iv: decode to tokens Tk = hψ(z

k)
v: apply batch-norm conditioning
vi: compute target metric and keep best m models
if bootstrap iterations > 1 then

vii: ze = zkfor k ∈ m
end if

end for

Growing sample model size poses several additional chal-
lenges, three of which we address with the following meth-
ods. We evaluate these methods in Appendix A.

Model Alignment. Symmetries in the weight space of
NN complicate representation learning of the weights. The
number of symmetries grows fast with model size (Bishop,
2006). To make representation learning easier, we reduced
all training models to a unique, canonical basis of a refer-
ence model. With reference model A we align model B
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by finding the permutation π = argminπ∥vec(Θ(A)) −
vec(Θ(B))∥2, where Θ(A) are the parameters of model A
(Ainsworth et al., 2022). We fix the same reference model
across all dataset splits and use the last epoch of each model
to determine the permutation for that model.

Haloing. The sequential decomposition of SANE decouples
the pretraining sequence length from downstream task se-
quence lengths. Since the memory load at inference is con-
siderably lower, the sequences at inference can be longer.
However, full model sequences may still not fit in memory
and may have to be processed in slices. To ensure consis-
tency between the slices, we add context around the content
windows. With added context halo before and after the con-
tent window, we get Ths,n = Tn−h,..,n,...,n+ws,n+ws+h.
Similar to approaches in computer vision (Vaswani et al.,
2021), this context halo is added for the pass through en-
coder and decoder, but disregarded after.

Batch-Norm Conditioning. In most current NN mod-
els, some parameters like batch-norm weights are updated
during forward passes instead of with gradients. Since that
makes them structurally different, we exclude these parame-
ters from representation learning and sampling with SANE .
Nonetheless, these parameters need to be instantiated for
sampled models to work well. For model sampling meth-
ods, we therefore propose to condition batch-norm parame-
ters by performing a few forward passes with some target
data. Importantly, this process does not update the learned
weights of the model. It serves to align the batch norm statis-
tics with the model’s weights.

3. Training SANE
We pretrain SANE following Alg. 1 on several popula-
tions of trained NN models, from the model zoo dataset
(Schürholt et al., 2022c). We use zoos of small models to
compare with previous work, as well as zoos containing
larger ResNet-18 models. All zoos are split into training,
validation, and test splits 70 : 15 : 15.

• Smaller CNN zoos. The MNIST and SVHN zoos
contain LeNet-style models with 3 convolution and 2
dense layers and only ∼ 2.5k parameters. The slightly
larger CIFAR-10 and STL-10 zoos use the same archi-
tecture with wider layers and ∼ 12k parameters.

• Larger ResNet zoos. We also use the CIFAR-
10, CIFAR-100, and Tiny-Imagenet zoos containing
ResNet-18 models (Schürholt et al., 2022c) with ∼
12M parameters to evaluate scalability to large models.

Pretraining. We train SANE using Alg. 1. As augmenta-
tions, we use noise and permutation. The permutation is
computed relative to the aligned model. For contrastive
learning, the aligned model serves as one view, and a per-
muted version as the second view.

Implementation Details. To maintain diversity within each
batch, we select only a single window from each model.
Loading, preprocessing, and augmenting the entire sam-
ple, only to use ca. 1% of it, is infeasible. To address
this, we leverage FFCV (Leclerc et al., 2023) to compile
datasets consisting of sliced and permuted windows of mod-
els. Each model is super-sampled for approximately full
coverage within the training set, considering the ratio of
window length to sequence length. For the ResNet zoos, we
include 140 models per zoo, a number that remains man-
ageable in terms of memory and storage. We train for 50
epochs using a OneCycle learning rate scheduler (Smith &
Topin, 2018). Seeds are recorded to ensure reproducibility.
We build SANE in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019), using auto-
matic mixed precision and flash attention (Dao et al., 2022)
to enhance performance. We use ray.tune (Liaw et al., 2018)
for hyperparameter optimization.

4. Embedding Analysis
In this section, we analyze the embeddings of SANE and
compare to the weight-analysis methods WeightWatcher
(WW) (Martin et al., 2021). We focus on three aspects: i)
global relation between accuracy and embeddings; ii) the
trend of embeddings over layer index, as in (Martin et al.,
2021); and iii) the identification of training phases as in
(Martin & Mahoney, 2019b; 2021).

To analyze weights, we focus on two WW metrics which in
previous work reveal model performance as well as inter-
nal model composition (correlation flow); the log spectral
norm log(∥W∥2∞) and weighted α, the coefficient of the
power law fitted to the empirical spectral density (Martin
et al., 2021). These two metrics describe different aspects
of the eigenvalue distribution. To get a similar signal on the
internal dependency of weight matrices, we compute per-
layer scalars ẑl as the spread of the tokens of one layer in
hyper-representation space, i.e., their standard deviation:

ẑl = stdt(ztm) (8)

ztm = g(Wt
m), (9)

where g is the hyper-rep encoder, ztm are the stacked tokens
t of layer m, and Wt

m is the weight-slice t of layer m.

To compare WW metrics to SANE , we pretrain SANE on a
Tiny-Imagenet ResNet-18 zoo and compute the two metrics
on ResNets and VGGs of different sizes trained on Ima-
geNet from pytorchcv (Sémery, 2024). On both ResNets in
Figure 3, 9 and VGGs in Figure 8, the WW metrics and our
embeddings show similar global trends. On ResNets, our
embeddings and WW have low values at early layers and
a sharp increase at the end. However, our embeddings add
an additional step for intermediate layers, which may in-
dicate that SANE is sensitive to a higher degree of variation
in these layers which previous work found by comparing
activations (Kornblith et al., 2019).
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Figure 3. Comparison between WeightWatcher (WW) features
(left) and SANE (right). Features over layer index for ResNets
from pytorchcv of different sizes.

In a second experiment, we aggregate the layer-wise em-
beddings ẑl to evaluate relations to model accuracy in Fig-
ures 4, 10 and 11, similar to previous work (Martin et al.,
2021). On models from pytorchcv and the Tiny-ImagNet
model zoo from (Schürholt et al., 2022c), the WW fea-
tures and SANE embeddings both show strong correlations
to model accuracy. However, while the WW metrics are
negatively correlated to accuracy, our embeddings are pos-
itively correlated to accuracy. The reason for that may lie
in the additional ’step’ in Figure 3. That is, larger models
with more layers generally have higher performance. As
Figure 3 shows, more layers add very small values reducing
the global average for WW metrics. For our embeddings,
deeper models have more layers with higher ẑl values, due
to the afore-mentioned step. This increases the global model
average with growing model size. Lastly, we compare the
eigenvalue spectrum to embeddings. Previous work identi-
fied distinct shapes at different training phases or with vary-
ing training hyperparameters (Martin & Mahoney, 2019b;
2021). While we can replicate the distributions of the eigen-
values, the distributions of our embeddings only show the
change from early phases of training to the heavy-tailed dis-
tribution; see Figure 7.

In summary, our embedding analysis indicates that
SANE represents several aspects of model quality (globally
and on a layer level) that have been established previously.

Figure 4. Comparison between WeightWatcher features (left) and
SANE (right). Accuracy over model features for ResNets and
VGGs from pytorchcv of different sizes. Although SANE is pre-
trained in a self-supervised fashion, it preserves the linear relation
of a globally-aggregated embedding to model accuracy.

5. Empirical Performance
In this section, we describe the general performance SANE .

5.1. Predicting Model Properties

We evaluate SANE for discriminative downstream tasks as a
proxy for encoded model qualities. Specifically, we investi-
gate whether SANEmatches the predictive performance of
hyper-representations on small CNN models (Table 1) and
whether similar performance can be achieved on ResNet-
18 models (Table 2). To that end, we compute model em-
beddings z̄ as outlined in Alg. 2, and we compare against
flattened weights W and weight statistics s(W ). Following
the experimental setup of (Eilertsen et al., 2020; Unterthiner
et al., 2020; Schürholt et al., 2021), we compute embed-
dings using the three methods and linear probe for test ac-
curacy (Acc), epoch (Ep), and generalization gap (Ggap).
We again use trained models from the modelzoo repository
(Schürholt et al., 2022c), with the same train, test, val splits
as above.

Table 1. Property prediction on populations of small CNNs used
in previous work (Schürholt et al., 2021). We report the regression
R2 on the test set prediction test accuracy Acc., epoch Ep. and
generalization gap Ggap for linear probing with model weights
W , model weights statistics s(W ) or SANE embeddings as inputs.

MNIST SVHN CIFAR-10 (CNN)

W S(W) SANE W S(W) SANE W S(W) SANE

ACC. 0.965 0.987 0.978 0.910 0.985 0.991 -7.580 0.965 0.885
EP. 0.953 0.974 0.958 0.833 0.953 0.930 0.636 0.923 0.771
GGAP 0.246 0.393 0.402 0.479 0.711 0.760 0.324 0.909 0.772

SANEmatches baselines on small models. The results of
linear probing on small CNNs in Tables 1 and 9 confirm
the performance of W (low) and s(W ) (very high) of pre-
vious work. SANE embeddings show comparably high per-
formance to the s(W ) and previous hyper-representations.
Additional experiments in Appendix D.1 compare to previ-
ous work and confirm these findings. Sequential decompo-
sition and representation learning as well as using the cen-
ter of gravity does not significantly reduce the information
contained in SANE embeddings.

Table 2. Property prediction on ResNet-18 model zoos of
(Schürholt et al., 2022c). We report the regression R2 on the test
set prediction test accuracy Acc., epoch Ep. and generalization
gap Ggap for linear probing with model weights statistics s(W )
or SANE embeddings as inputs.

CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 TINY-IMAGENET

S(W) SANE S(W) SANE S(W) SANE

ACC. 0.880 0.879 0.923 0.922 0.802 0.795
EP. 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.992 0.999 0.980
GGAP 0.490 0.512 0.882 0.879 0.704 0.699
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SANEperformance prediction scales to ResNets. Both
s(W ) and SANE embeddings show similarly high perfor-
mance on populations of ResNet-18s; see Table 2. On
ResNet-18s, using the full weights W for linear prob-
ing is infeasible due to the size of the flattened weights.
SANEmatches the high performance of s(W ). The re-
sults show that sequential hyper-representations are capa-
ble of scaling to ResNet-18 models. Further, the aggrega-
tion even of long sequences (ca. 50k tokens) embedded in
SANE preserves meaningful information on model perfor-
mance, which indicates the feasibility of applications like
model diagnostics or targeted sampling.

5.2. Generating Models

We evaluate SANE for the generative downstream tasks i.e.,
for sampling model weights. We generate weights follow-
ing Alg. 3 and test them in fine-tuning, transfer learning,
and how they generalize to new tasks and architectures. In
the following paragraphs, we begin with experiments on
small CNN models from the modelzoo repository to com-
pare with previous work (Tables 3, 13). Subsequently, we
evaluate SANE for sampling ResNet-18 models for finetun-
ing and transfer learning (Tables 4, 14). Lastly, we evalu-
ate sampling for new tasks and new architectures using only
few prompt examples (Figure 5 and Tables 5, 15, 16, 17).

We pretrain SANE on models from the first half of the train-
ing epochs with Alg. 1, and keep the remaining epochs (26-
50) as holdout to compare against, following the experimen-
tal setup of (Schürholt et al., 2022a). We sample using Alg.
3 and use models from the last epoch in the pretraining set
(epoch 25) as prompt examples. We denote subsampling
with SANE SUB and iteratively updating the distribution P
as SANEBOOT . To evaluate the impact of the sampling
method, we also combine SANEwith the KDE30 sampling
approach that uses high-quality prompt examples (Schürholt
et al., 2022a). We further evaluate sampling without prompt
examples by bootstrapping off of a Gaussian prior P , de-
noted as SANEGAUSS . We compare against training from
scratch, as well as fine-tuning from the prompt examples.

Sampling High-Performing CNNs Zero-Shot. We be-
gin with finetuning and transfer learning experiments on
small CNNs from the modelzoo dataset to validate that
the sequential decomposition for pretraining and sam-
pling does not hurt performance. The results of these ex-
periments show dramatically improved performance zero-
shot for fine-tuning and transfer learning over previous
hyper-representations; see Tables 3 and 13. At epoch
0, SANE improves over previous hyper-representations
SKDE30 by almost 20%. The effect becomes smaller dur-
ing fine-tuning. Nonetheless, SANE consistently outper-
forms training from scratch with a higher epoch budget,
often by several percentage points. This demonstrates on

Table 3. Model generation on CNN model populations fine-tuned
on the same task. We compare training from scratch with SKDE30

from (Schürholt et al., 2022a), SANE combined with the KDE30
sampling method, and our SANE subsampled. Each of the sampled
populations is fine-tuned over 25 epochs.
Ep. Method MNIST SVHN CIFAR-10 STL

0

tr. fr. scratch ∼10 /% ∼10 /% ∼10 /% ∼10 /%
SKDE30 68.6±6.7 54.5±5.9 n/a n/a
SANEKDE30 84.8±0.8 70.7±1.4 56.3±0.5 39.2±0.8
SANE SUB 86.7±0.8 72.3±1.6 57.9±0.2 43.5±1.0
SANEGAUSS 20.8±0.1 21.6±0.5 19.3±0.2 17.5±1.5

1

tr. fr. scratch 20.6±1.6 19.4±0.6 37.2±1.4 21.3±1.6
SKDE30 83.7±1.3 69.9±1.6 n/a n/a
SANEKDE30 85.5±0.8 71.3±1.4 58.2±0.2 43.5±0.7
SANE SUB 87.5±0.6 73.3±1.4 59.1±0.3 44.3±1.0
SANEGAUSS 61.3±3.1 24.1±4.4 27.2±0.3 22.4±1.0

5

tr. fr. scratch 36.7±5.2 23.5±4.7 48.5±1.0 31.6±4.2
SKDE30 92.4±0.7 57.3±12.4 n/a n/a
SANEKDE30 87.5±0.7 72.2±1.2 58.8±0.4 45.2±0.6
SANE SUB 89.0±0.4 73.6±1.5 59.6±0.3 45.3±0.9
SANEGAUSS 83.4±0.8 35.6±8.9 43.3±0.3 34.2±0.7

25

tr. fr. scratch 83.3±2.6 66.7±8.5 57.2±0.8 44.0±1.0
SKDE30 93.0±0.7 74.2±1.4 n/a n/a
SANEKDE30 92.0±0.3 74.7±0.8 60.2±0.6 48.4±0.5
SANE SUB 92.3±0.4 75.1±1.0 61.2±0.1 48.0±0.4
SANEGAUSS 94.2±0.4 54.2±17.6 52.2±0.6 43.5±0.5

50 tr. fr. scratch 91.1±2.6 70.7±8.8 61.5±0.7 47.4±0.9

small CNNs that sequential pretraining and sampling of
SANE improves performance, particularly zero shot. This
indicates the potential for scenarios with little labelled data.

SANESequential Sampling Scales to ResNets. To eval-
uate how well sampling with SANE scales to larger mod-
els, we continue with experiments on ResNet-18s. The re-
sults of these experiments Tables 4 and 14 show that de-
spite the long sequences, the sampled ResNet models per-
form well above random initialization. For example, sam-
pled ResNet-18s achieve 68.1% on CIFAR-10 without any
fine-tuning (Table 4). These models are at least three orders
of magnitude larger than previous models used for hyper-
representation learning (Schürholt et al., 2022a), rendering
it computationally infeasible for the approach presented in
(Schürholt et al., 2022a) to be evaluated against. As be-
fore, the performance difference to random initialization
becomes smaller during fine-tuning. Similar to our experi-
ments on CNNs, sampled ResNet-18s achieve competitive
performance or even outperform training from scratch with
a considerably smaller computational budget.1 Transferred
to a new task, sampled models outperform training from
scratch and match fine-tuning from prompt examples (Table
14). Interestingly, subsampling and bootstrapping appear to

1The base population is trained with a one-cycle learning rate
scheduler. To avoid any bias, we adopt the same scheduler but
train for only 10 epochs, which affects direct comparability.
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Table 4. Model generation on ResNet-18 model populations fine-
tuned on the same task. We compare sampled models at different
epochs with models trained from scratch.
Epoch Method CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 Tiny-Imagenet

0 tr. fr. scratch ∼10 /% ∼1 /% ∼0.5 /%
SANEKDE30 64.8±2.0 19.8±2.5 8.4±0.9
SANE SUB 68.1±0.7 19.8±1.3 11.1±0.5
SANEBOOT 68.6±1.2 20.4±1.3 11.7±0.5

1 tr. fr. scratch 43.7±1.3 17.5±0.7 13.8±0.8
SANEKDE30 82.4±0.9 59.0±1.3 46.7±0.8
SANE SUB 83.6±1.5 60.8±0.8 47.4±1.0
SANEBOOT 82.8±1.4 60.2±0.5 47.2±0.8

5 tr. fr. scratch 64.4±2.9 36.5±2.0 31.1±1.6
SANEKDE30 85.9±0.6 56.2±1.7 45.6±1.4
SANE SUB 85.4±1.3 56.7±1.6 45.7±0.8
SANEBOOT 85.4±0.7 56.4±1.2 49.1±1.7

10 tr. fr. scratch 76.5±2.7 49.0±2.0 39.9±2.2
SANEKDE30 91.4±0.1 72.9±0.2 64.2±0.3
SANE SUB 91.6±0.2 72.9±0.1 64.0±0.2
SANEBOOT 91.6±0.2 72.8±0.1 64.1±0.2

25 tr. fr. scratch 85.5±1.5 56.5±2.0 43.3±1.9
50 tr. fr. scratch 92.14±0.2 70.7±0.4 57.3±0.6
60 tr. fr. scratch n/a 74.2±0.3 63.9±0.5

work well when there is a useful signal to start with, i.e., on
easier tasks that are similar to the pretraining distribution.
This suggests that the sampling distributions are not ideal,
and may require a better fit, more samples, or iterative ad-
justment to fit new datasets zero-shot. Nonetheless, even the
relatively naive sampling methods can successfully sample
competitive models, even at the scale of ResNet-sized ar-
chitectures. This shows that our sequential sampling works
even for long sequences of tokens.

Subsampling Improves Performance. Previous work re-
quires high-quality prompt examples to target specific prop-
erties (Schürholt et al., 2022a). Our sampling methods
drop these requirements and use prompt examples only to
model a prior. We therefore compare SANEwith SKDE30

from (Schürholt et al., 2022a) to SANE . Further, we com-
pare the KDE30 sampling method with our subsampling
approach on SANE . On datasets where published results
are available, using KDE30 with SANE improves perfor-
mance over previously published results with SKDE30; see
Table 3 for MNIST and SVHN results, e.g., epoch 0. We
credit this to the better reconstruction quality of pre-training
with SANE . Further, our sampling methods improve perfor-
mance over SKDE30. We compare SANE+ SKDE30 with
SANE + subsampling and SANE + bootstrapping, e.g., in Ta-
ble 4 on CIFAR-10 at epoch 0 from 64.8% to 68.1%, or on
Tiny Imagenet from 8.4% to 11.1%. Using bootstrapping
to adjust P iteratively further improves the sampled models
slightly. It even allows to replace prompt examples with a
Gaussian prior P . The results of SANEGAUSS show high
performance after fine-tuning, even the highest overall on

MNIST. These results show that our sampling methods not
only drop requirements for the prompt examples but even
improve the performance of the sampled models.

Few-Shot Model Sampling Transfers to New Tasks and
Architectures. Lastly, we explore whether sampling mod-
els using SANE generalizes beyond the original task and ar-
chitecture with very few prompt examples. Such transfers
are out of reach of previous hyper-representations, which
are bound to a fixed number of weights. SANE , on the other
hand, represents models of different sizes or architectures
simply as sequences of different lengths, which can vary be-
tween pretraining and sampling. Since we use the prompt
examples only to roughly model the sampling distribution,
we need only a few (1-5) prompt examples which are trained
for only a few epochs (1-5). That way, sampling for new
architectures and/or tasks can become very efficient. We
test that idea in three experiments: (i) changing the tasks be-
tween pretraining and prompt-examples from CIFAR-100
to Tiny-Imagenet (Table 5); (ii) changing the architecture
between pretraining and prompt-examples from ResNet-18
to ResNet-34 (Table 15); and (iii) changing both task and
architecture from ResNet-18 on CIFAR-100 to ResNet-34
on Tiny-Imagenet (Figure 5 and Table 16).

In all three experiments, using target prompt examples im-
proves over random initialization as well as previous transfer
experiments. This indicates that SANE representations con-
tain useful information even for new architectures or tasks.
The sampled models outperform the prompt examples and
training from scratch, considerably in earlier epochs, and
preserve a performance advantage throughout fine-tining.

Table 5. Sampling ResNet-18 models
for Tiny-Imagenet. SANEwas pre-
trained on CIFAR-100, 15 samples
are drawn using subsampling, and 5
prompt examples are taken from the
Tiny-Imagenet ResNet-18 zoo at epoch
25 with a mean accuracy of 43%.
ResNet-18 CIFAR100 to TinyImagnet

Ep. Method Acc TI

0 tr. fr. scratch 0.5±0.0
SANE 0.6±0.0

1 tr. fr. scratch 10.4±2.2
SANE 39.4±1.5

2 tr. fr. scratch 28.5±0.9
SANE 61.0±0.2

2 SANE ensamble 64.0

Sampling for a
new task (Table 5),
the sampled mod-
els outperform the
prompt examples af-
ter just two epochs
of fine-tuning,
which indicates that
transfer-learning
using SANE is an
efficient alterna-
tive. Sampling
from ResNet-18 to
ResNet-34 for the
same task (Table
15) shows likewise
improved perfor-
mance over training
from scratch, which
indicates that the learned representation generalizes to larger
architectures as well. Sampling for new tasks and different
architecture (Figure 5 and Table 16) combines the previous
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Figure 5. Comparison between sampled models and random ini-
tialization trained for 5 epochs Tiny-Imagenet. Different architec-
tures are sampled from SANE pretrained on a ResNet-18 CIFAR-
100 zoo. Although both models and tasks are changed, sampled
models perform better.

experiments and confirms their results. Sampled models
outperform training from scratch by a considerable margin.
Figure 5 indicates that with increasing distance from the
pretraining architecture for SANE , the performance gain of
sampled models decreases, e.g., with increasing ResNet size.
Additionally, since sampling models using SANE is cheap
and lends itself to ensembling, we investigate the diversity of
sampled models in Appendix E.1. Taken together, the exper-
iments show that SANE learns representations that can gen-
eralize beyond the pretraining task and architecture, and can
efficiently be sampled for both new tasks and architectures.

Limitations

In this paper, we pretrain SANE on homogeneous zoos with
one architecture. This simplifies alignment for pre-training,
but more importantly it simplifies evaluation for model
generation. Since SANE can train on varying architectures
and model sizes, the model population requirement for pre-
training is significantly relaxed. A sufficient number of mod-
els are available on public model hubs. Further, our sam-
pling method requires access to prompt examples, to have
an informed prior from which to sample. For small models,
bootstrapping from a Gaussian finds the targeted distribu-
tion; see SANEGAUSS in Table 3. For large models with
correspondingly long sequences, that approach is too expen-
sive, which is why we rely on prompt examples. Lastly, in
this paper, we perform experiments only on computer vision
tasks. This is a choice to simplify the experiment setup.

6. Related Work
Representation learning in the space of NN weights has be-
come a growing field recently. Several methods with differ-
ent approaches to deal with weight spaces have been pro-
posed to predict model properties such as accuracy (Un-
terthiner et al., 2020; Eilertsen et al., 2020; Andreis et al.,
2023; Zhang et al., 2023) or to learn the encoded concepts

(Ashkenazi et al., 2022; De Luigi et al., 2023). Other work
investigates the structure of trained weights on a fundamen-
tal level, using their eigen or singular value decompositions
to identify training phases or predict properties (Martin &
Mahoney, 2019b; 2020; Martin et al., 2021; Martin & Ma-
honey, 2021; Yang et al., 2022; Meller & Berkouk, 2023).
Taking an optimization perspective, other work has investi-
gated the uniqueness of the basis of trained NNs (Ainsworth
et al., 2022; Brown et al., 2023). Other work identifies sub-
spaces of weights that are relevant, which motivates our
work (Benton et al., 2021; Lucas et al., 2021; Wortsman
et al., 2021; Fort & Jastrzebski, 2019). The mode connec-
tivity of trained models has been investigated to improve
understanding of how to train models (Draxler et al., 2018;
Nguyen, 2019; Frankle et al., 2019).

A different line of work trains models to generate weights
for target models, such as HyperNetworks (Ha et al., 2016;
Nguyen et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Knyazev et al.,
2021; 2023; Kofinas et al., 2024), with a recurrent back-
bone (Wang et al., 2023) as learned initialization (Dauphin
& Schoenholz, 2019) or for meta learning (Finn et al., 2017;
Zhmoginov et al., 2022; Nava et al., 2022). While the last
category uses data to get learning signals, another line of
work learns representations of the weights directly. Hyper-
Representations train an encoder-decoder architecture using
reconstruction of the weights, with contrastive guidance, and
has been proposed to predict model properties (Schürholt
et al., 2021) or generate new models (Schürholt et al.,
2022b;a). While previous work was limited to small mod-
els of fixed length, this paper proposes methods to decouple
the representation learner size from the base model. Related
approaches use convolutional auto-encoders (Berardi et al.,
2022) or diffusion on the weights (Peebles et al., 2022).

7. Conclusion
In this work, we propose SANE , a method to learn
task-agnostic representations of Neural Network mod-
els. SANE decouples model tokenization from hyper-
representation learning and can scale to much larger neural
network models and generalize to models of different ar-
chitectures. We analyze SANE embeddings and find they re-
veal model quality metrics. Empirical evaluations show that
i) SANE embeddings contain information on model quality
both globally and on a layer level, ii) SANE embeddings are
predictive of model performance, and iii) sampling models
with SANE achieves higher performance and generalizes
to larger models and new architectures. Further, we propose
sampling methods that reduce quality and quantity require-
ments for prompt examples and allow targeting new model
distributions.
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A. Ablation Studies
In this section, we perform ablation studies to assess the effectiveness of the methods proposed above: model alignment to
simplify the learning task; inference window size to improve inference quality; haloing and batch-norm conditioning to
increase sample quality.

Table 6. Impact of alignment ablation and permuta-
tion on reconstruction loss.

Sample Permutations Lrec

Aligned View 1 View 2 Train Test

No Perm. Perm. 0.304 0.167
Yes Perm. Perm. 0.148 0.082
Yes Align Perm. 0.107 0.082
Yes Align Align 0.072 0.082

Impact of Model Alignment. Model alignment intuitively reduces
training complexity by mapping all models to the same subspace. To
evaluate its impact, we conduct training experiments with the same con-
figuration on datasets with and without aligned models. In the dataset
with aligned models, we use either the aligned form or 5 random permu-
tations for the two views for both reconstruction and contrastive learn-
ing. As shown in Table 6, the results show two effects. First, alignment
through git re-basin simplifies the learning task and contributes to im-
proved generalization, both training and test losses are reduced by more than 50%. Second, anchoring at least one of the
views to the aligned form does further reduce the training loss, but does not improve generalization.

Figure 6. SANE reconstruction loss over number
of tokens within a window. The loss is lowest
around the training windowsize of 256 tokens,
longer sequences up to the full model sequence
length of 50k tokens cause interference and dou-
ble the reconstruction error.

Window Size Ablation. The sequential decomposition of SANE allows
one to pretrain not on the full model sequence, but on subsequences. The
choice of the length of the subsequence, the window size, is a critical
parameter that balances computational load and context. We used a window
of 256 for pretraining for most of our experiments.

Here, we study the influence of the window size on reconstruction error,
exploring values ranging from 32 to 2048. Our experiments did not reveal
substantial impact of smaller windows on pretraining loss or sampling
performance. This seems to suggest that a window size as large as 2048 may
still be insufficient on ResNets to capture enough context. Alternatively, it
may suggest that the underlying assumption that context matters may not
entirely hold up.

However, we did observe an important impact on the relationship between
training and inference window sizes. During inference, memory load is
significantly lower. Inference allows much larger window sizes, up to
the entire length of the ResNet sequence. However, departing from the
training window size appears to introduce interference, which affects the
reconstruction error (Figure 6).

Table 7. Ablation of batch-norm conditioning
and haloing.
Ep. Method CIFAR-10

0

rand init ∼10 /%
naı̈ve 10±0.0

Haloed 14.5±6.3
BN-cond 60.8±2.2
Haloed+BN-cond 64.8±2.1

5

rand init 64.4±2.9
naı̈ve 90.8±0.2

Haloed 90.9±0.1
BN-cond 90.7±0.2
Haloed+BN-cond 90.9±0.2

Halo and batch-norm conditioning. Haloing and batch-norm condition-
ing aim at reducing noise in model sampling; see Section 2. To assess their
impact on sampling performance, we conduct an in-domain experiment us-
ing SANE trained on CIFAR-10 ResNet-18s, using prompt examples from
the train set and fine-tuning on CIFAR-10. We compare with naı̈ve sam-
pling without haloing and batch-norm conditioning. The results in Table
7 show the significant improvements achieved by both haloing and batch-
norm conditioning. From random guessing of naı̈ve sampling, combining
both improves to around 65%. Since both methods aim at reducing noise
for zero-shot sampling, their effect is largest then and diminishes somewhat
during finetuning. Both methods not only improve zero-shot sampling per
se but make the sampled models provide enough signal to facilitate sub-
sampling or bootstrapping strategies.
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B. SANEArchitecture Details Table 8. Architecture Details for SANE
Hyper-Parameter CNNs ResNet-18

tokensize 289 288
sequence lenght ∼50 ∼50k
window size 32 256, 512
d model 1024 2048
latent dim 128 128
transformer layers 4 8
transformer heads 4,8 4,8

In Table 8, we provide additional information on the training
hyper-parameters for SANE on populations of small CNNs as
well as ResNet18s. These values are the stable mean across all
experiments, exact values can vary from population to popula-
tion. Full experiment configurations are documented in the code.

C. SANEEmbedding Analysis - Additional Results
This section contains additional results on SANE embedding analysis, in comparison with previous weight matrix analysis.
In Figure 7, we compare the eigenvalue distribution for different models with SANE embeddings. Replicating the experiment
setup from (Martin & Mahoney, 2019b; 2021), we train MiniAlexNet models on CIFAR-10 varying only the batch size. With
a smaller batch size and longer training duration, the eigenvalue distribution transitions from random with very few spikes,
over a bulk with many spikes, to heavy-tailed. The embeddings of SANE appear to also become more heavy-tailed, but do
not seem to pick up on the change from few to many spikes. The results are suggestive, pointing to obvious follow-up work.

Figure 7. Comparison between WeightWatcher features (top) and SANE (bottom). Martin & Mahoney (2019b) identify different phases in
the eigenvalue spectrum of trained weight matrices. We replicate the experiment setup and find ESDs similar to random (top left), bulk
and spikes (top middle) and heavy-tailed (top right). We compare these against pairwise distances of SANE embeddings of the same layer.
While the distributions have a different shape, it appears to become more heavy-tailed going from random to heavy tailed.

Figures 8 and 9 compare SANEwith different WeightWatcher metrics on VGGs from pytorchcv (Sémery, 2024) and the
ResNet-18 zoo from the modelzoo dataset (Schürholt et al., 2022c).

D. Model Property Prediction - Additional Results
In this section, we provide additional details for Section 5.1. Table 9 shows full results for populations of small CNNs.

Table 9. Property prediction on populations of small CNNs.
MNIST SVHN CIFAR-10 (CNN) STL

W s(W ) SANE W s(W ) SANE W s(W ) SANE W s(W ) SANE

ACC 0.965 0.987 0.978 0.910 0.985 0.991 -7.580 0.965 0.885 -18.818 0.919 0.305
Epoch 0.953 0.974 0.958 0.833 0.953 0.930 0.636 0.923 0.771 -1.926 0.977 0.344
Ggap 0.246 0.393 0.402 0.479 0.711 0.760 0.324 0.909 0.772 -0.617 0.858 0.307
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Figure 8. Comparison between different WeightWatcher (WW) features (left) and SANE (right). Features over layer index for VGGs from
pytorchcv of different sizes. SANE shows similar trends to WW, low values at early layers and a sharp increase at the end.

Figure 9. Comparison between different WeightWatcher (WW) features (left) and SANE (right). Features over layer index for Resnets
from pytorchcv of different sizes. SANE shows similar trends to WW, low values at early layers and a sharp increase at the end.
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Figure 10. Comparison between WeightWatcher features (left) and SANE (right). Accuracy over model features for Resnets and VGGs
from pytorchcv of different sizes. SANE shows similar trends to WW, low values at early layers and a sharp increase at the end.

Figure 11. Comparison between WeightWatcher features (left) and SANE (right). Accuracy over model features for ResNets from the
ResNet model zoo. Although SANE is pretrained in a self-supervised fashion, it preserves the linear relation of a globally-aggregated
embedding to model accuracy.

D.1. Comparison to Previous Work

Here, we compare SANEwith previous work to disseminate the information contained in model embeddings. The experiment
setup in this paper is designed around the ResNets, and therefore it uses sparse epochs for computational efficiency. For
consistency, we use the same setup for the CNN zoos as well. The exact numbers are therefore not directly comparable to
Schürholt et al. (2021). To provide as much context as possible, we approach the comparison from two angles:
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(1) Direct comparison to the published results: to contextualize, we use the (deterministic) results of weight statistics
s(W ) to adjust for the differences in setup. We mark the results for s(W ) from Schürholt et al. (2021) as s(W )pp and
compare to their Ec+D where possible.

(2) Approximation of the effect of global embeddings: previous work used global model embeddings, which we
approximate by using the full model embedding sequence. We therefore compare SANE+ aggregated tokens (as
proposed in the submission) to SANE+ full model sequence (similar to Schürholt et al. (2021)).

The results in the Tables below allow the following conclusions:

(1) SANEmatches the performance of previous work: The only data available for direct comparison is the MNIST
zoo. Here, both in direct comparison and in relation to s(W) cross-relating our results with published numbers,
SANEmatches published performance of Ec + D. On other zoos, Ec + D had similar performance to s(W ). We
likewise find SANE embeddings to have similar performance to s(W ) in our experiments.

(2) SANE+ full sequence improves downstream task performance over the SANE+ aggregated sequence: That
indicates that SANE+ full sequence contains more information for model prediction. However, both Schürholt
et al. (2021) and SANEwith full sequence have the disadvantage that they do not scale. With growing models, the
representation learner of Schürholt et al. (2021) and the input to the linear probe of SANE+ full sequence grow
accordingly. SANE+ aggregated sequence does lose some information on small models, but scales gracefully to large
models and remains competitive.

Table 10. Property Prediction comparison to previous work on the MNIST-CNN model zoo. We compare our linear probing results from
weights W , layer-wise quintiles s(W ), embeddings from SANE either aggregated into one embedding or using the full sequence to results
previously published in Schürholt et al. (2021). We mark their results for s(W ) as s(W )pp. Since the experimental setup is not the same,
the numbers of s(W ) do not match.

W s(W ) SANE aggregated SANE full sequence s(W )pp Ec+D

ACC 0.965 0.987 0.978 0.987 0.977 0.973
Epoch 0.953 0.974 0.958 0.975 0.987 0.989
Ggap 0.246 0.393 0.402 0.461 0.662 0.667

Table 11. Property Prediction comparison to previous work on the SVHN-CNN model zoo. We compare our linear probing results from
weights W , layer-wise quintiles s(W ), to embeddings from SANE either aggregated into one embedding or using the full sequence. For
this zoo, previous results are not available.

W s(W ) SANE aggregated SANE full sequence s(W )pp Ec+D

ACC 0.910 0.985 0.991 0.993 n/a n/a
Epoch 0.833 0.953 0.930 0.943 n/a n/a
Ggap 0.479 0.711 0.760 0.77 n/a n/a

Table 12. Property Prediction comparison to previous work on the CIFAR-CNN(m) model zoo. We compare our linear probing results
from weights W , layer-wise quintiles s(W ), to embeddings from SANE either aggregated into one embedding or using the full sequence.
For this zoo, previous results are not available.

W s(W ) SANE aggregated SANE full sequence s(W )pp Ec+D

ACC -7.580 0.965 0.885 0.947 n/a n/a
Epoch 0.636 0.923 0.771 0.879 n/a n/a
Ggap 0.324 0.909 0.772 0.811 n/a n/a

E. Model Generation - Additional Results
This section contains additional results from model sampling experiments, extending Section 5.2. In Table 13, we show
results on small CNNs transferring to a new task. Similarly, Table 14 shows results on ResNet-18 models for task transfers.
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Lastly, Tables 15, 16 and 17 contain additional results for transferring from ResNet-18 CIFAR-100 to ResNet34 and/or
Tiny-Imagenet.

Table 13. Model generation on CNN model populations transfer learned on a new task. We compare sampled models at different epochs
with models trained from scratch and models fine-tuned from the anchor samples.

Method SVHN to MNIST CIFAR-10 to STL-10

Epoch 0 Epoch 1 Epoch 25 Epoch 0 Epoch 1 Epoch 25

tr.fr.scratch ∼10 /% 20.6+-1.6 83.3+-2.6 ∼10 /% 21.3+-1.6 44.0+-1.0
pretrained 29.1+-7.2 84.1+-2.6 94.2+-0.7 16.2+-2.3 24.8+-0.8 49.0+-0.9
SKDE30 31.8+-5.6 86.9+-1.4 95.5+-0.4 n/a n/a n/a

SANEKDE30 40.2+-4.8 86.7+-1.6 94.8+-0.4 15.5+-2.3 24.9+-1.6 49.2+-0.5
SANE SUB . 37.9+-2.8 88.2+-0.5 95.6+-0.3 17.4+-1.4 25.6+-1.7 49.8+-0.6

E.1. Diversity of sampled models

An interesting question is whether sampling SANE generates versions of the same model. To test that, we evaluate the
diversity of samples generated with only a few few-shot examples by combining the models to ensembles. The improvements
of the ensembles over the individual models demonstrate their diversity. This indicates that given very few, early-stage prompt
examples, sampling hyper-representations improves learning speed and performance in otherwise equal settings. Additionally,
we conducted experiments with varying numbers of prompt examples, revealing that increasing the number of prompt
examples enhances both performance and diversity. Nonetheless, even a single prompt example trained for just 2 epochs
contains sufficient information to generate model samples that surpass those derived from random initialization; see Table 17.
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Table 14. Model generation on ResNet-18 model populations transferred to a new task. We compare sampled models at different transfer
learning epochs with models trained from scratch and models fine-tuned from the same anchor samples.

Epoch Method CIFAR-10 to CIFAR-100 CIFAR-100 to Tiny-Imagenet Tiny-Imagenet to CIFAR-100

0

tr. fr. scratch ∼1 /% ∼0.5 /% ∼1 /%
Finetuned 1.0+-0.3 0.5+-0.0 1.1+-0.2
SANEKDE30 1.0+-0.3 0.5+-0.1 1.0+-0.2
SANESUB 1.0+-0.3 0.6+-0.0 1.1+-0.2
SANEBOOT 1.1+-0.2 0.5+-0.0 0.9+-0.2

1

tr. fr. scratch 17.5+-0.7 13.8+-0.8 17.5+-0.7
Finetuned 27.5+-1.3 25.7+-0.5 51.7+-0.5
SANEKDE30 26.8+-1.4 21.5+-0.9 40.2+-1.0
SANESUB 26.4+-1.9 21.5+-1.0 40.63+-1.3
SANEBOOT 25.7 01.9 21.7+-1.0 40.9+-0.8

5

tr. fr. scratch 36.5+-2.0 31.1+-1.6 36.5+-2.0
Finetuned 45.7+-1.0 36.3+-2.5 52.6+-1.3
SANEKDE30 44.5+-2.0 36.3+-1.2 47.2+-3.3
SANESUB 45.6+-1.2 35.8+-1.4 49.8+-2.3
SANEBOOT 43.3+-2.4 37.3+2.0 50.2+-3.4

15

tr. fr. scratch 53.3+-2.0 38.5+-1.9 53.3+-2.0
Finetuned 71.9+-0.1 63.4+-0.2 73.9+-0.3
SANEKDE30 71.8+-0.3 63.6+-0.2 73.4+-0.2
SANESUB 72.0+-0.2 63.6+-0.3 73.5+-0.2
SANEBOOT 71.9+-0.3 63.4+-0.1 73.7+-0.3

25 tr. fr. scratch 56.5+-2.0 43.3+-1.9 56.5+-2.0
50 tr. fr. scratch 70.7+-0.4 57.3+-0.6 70.7+-0.4
60 tr. fr. scratch 74.2+-0.3 63.9+-0.5 74.2+-0.3

Table 15. Few-shot model generation for a new task: Sampling ResNet-34 models for CIFAR-100. SANEwas pretrained on CIFAR-100
ResNet-18s, 5 samples are drawn using subsampling. To get prompt examples, we train 3 ResNet-34 models on CIFAR-100 for 2 epochs
to a mean accuracy of 26 %.

CIFAR100 ResNet-18 to ResNet-34

Ep. Method 5 Epochs 15 Epochs

0 tr. fr. Scratch 1.0±0.1 1.0±0.1
SANE 1.6±0.3 1.6±0.3

1 tr. fr. Scratch 12.4±1.0 12.9±0.8
SANE 16.8±0.7 23.1±0.3

5 tr. fr. Scratch 49.5±0.6 36.2±1.7
SANE 51.9±0.6 37.8±1.4

15 tr. fr. scratch 68.8±0.4
SANE 69.3±0.3

SANEEns. 53.5 71.3

Table 16. Few-shot model generation for a new task and architecture: SANE trained on CIFAR-100 ResNet-18s used to generate ResNet-
34s for Tiny-Imagenet. 5 samples are drawn using subsampling. To get prompt examples, we train 3 ResNet-34 models on Tiny-Imagenet
for 2 epochs to a mean accuracy of 28.5 %.

ResNet-18 CIFAR100 to ResNet-34 Tiny-Imagenet

Ep. Method 5 epochs 15 epochs

0 tr. fr. Scratch 0.5±0.0 0.5±0.0
SANE 0.5±0.1 0.6±0.2

1 tr. fr. Scratch 10.5±1.4 11.9±1.9
SANE 13.3±0.5 18.5±0.7

5 tr. fr. Scratch 47.2±0.7 31.1±1.7
SANE 50.6±0.3 31.6±0.6

15 tr. fr. Scratch 61.9±0.3
SANE 62.7±0.3

SANEEns. 52 65.1
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Table 17. Sampling ResNet-34 models for CIFAR-100. SANEwas pretrained on CIFAR-100 ResNet-18s, 5 samples are drawn using
subsampling. To get prompt examples, we train a single ResNet-34 model on CIFAR-100 for 2 epochs to an accuracy of 26 %.

CIFAR100 ResNet-18 to ResNet-34

Epoch Method 5 Epochs 15 Epochs

0 tr. fr. Scratch 1.0+-0.1 1.0+-0.1
SANE 1.5+-0.2 1.6+-0.1

1 tr. fr. Scratch 12.4+-1.0 12.9+-0.8
SANE 16.9+-0.7 19.4+-0.2

5 tr. fr. Scratch 49.5+-0.6 36.2+-1.7
SANE 51.5+-0.3 38.6+-1.6

15 tr. fr. scratch 68.8+-0.4
SANE 69.1+-0.1

Ensemble SANE 51.8 70.2
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